Reading Activity Choice Board

Venn Diagram comparing two characters in the book you are reading. Be sure to use evidence from the text for each character.

Summary of the events you read about this week. Include the pages you read and quotes or text evidence to bring your summary alive.

Make an inference chart with three inferences about the main character. Use the text & personal evidence to support the inferences.

Create a T-chart for one of the characters to show what problems they encounter and how they have solved them, with the pages that you found this information on.

Write 3 to 5 comprehensive literature circle/discussion questions about the book and answer them.

Describe one of the characters by drawing what they look like (use the details from the text) and annotate your drawing with the character’s traits, thoughts and feelings.

How has one of the characters grown in this section of the book? Create a visual growth chart that shows the changes that have occurred within your character. As always, include text evidence.

Write a letter to one of the characters in the novel. You can tell him/her what you would do in that situation, give advice, or tell them about a time when you experienced something similar.

Create an advertisement explaining why to read or not read the book. Include a brief summary, your overall impression of the book, and an anonymous review. You may draw a picture of the cover and rate on a rating system.